Unexplained Seismic Wave Ripples Around the World
By T.W.Tramm

IF you’ve been paying attention you know that 2018 has seen a dramatic surge in unusual, unexplained,
and record-breaking phenomena.
On the ground we’ve seen a marked increase of unusual seismic and geological activity: unprecedented
volcanism, earthquake swarms in unexpected places, giant fissures, sinkholes, cracks, and strange
booms or grinding sounds occurring all around the globe. One of the most bizarre ongoing events is
California’s mysterious “wandering sinkhole” near the San Andreas earthquake zone.
In the heavens we’ve seen a massive spike in asteroids passing near the earth. The numbers reveal a
nearly tripling of astronomical close calls (objects passing less than one lunar distance from the earth)
since 2014 and a whopping 8,000% increase in near-earth asteroid traffic since 2001.* Additionally, an
almost total lack of sunspot activity this year has some forecasting unheard-of low temperatures in our
planet’s upper atmosphere and bitter cold winters.
In the oceans we’ve seen a range of alarming activity: abnormal red tides in Florida; mass fish, whale,
and dolphin die-offs worldwide; storms of unequaled size and ferocity forming suddenly to cause
unmatched devastation; inexplicably, the North Atlantic is seeing its weakest ocean circulation in 1,500
years.
One of the most baffling and ominous unexplained phenomena of 2018 occurred two weeks ago. On the
morning of November 11, a strange series of seismic waves rippled around the globe, and no one
knows why. The mysterious series of waves were what scientists call monochromatic. Most
earthquakes send out waves with various frequencies, but these waves put out a clean zigzag signal
dominated by one type of wave that took a steady 17 seconds to repeat. Commenting on the
surprisingly monotone low-frequency “ring” to the waves’ global spread, a seismologist at Columbia
University who specializes in unusual earthquakes said, “I don't think I've seen anything like it.”
We’re living in unprecedented times. At no other moment in modern history have we seen so much
anomalous and record-breaking activity occurring at once. While experts look to “man-caused climate
change” for answers, Bible believers look to Scripture where we’re told God will send signs to awaken
humanity before the great and terrible Day of the Lord arrives.
“I will give warnings of that Day in the sky and on the earth” (Joel 2:30).
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LINKS:
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2018/11/strange-earthquake-waves-rippled-aroundworld-earth-geology/
NOTES:
*https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_asteroid_close_approaches_to_Earth#Timeline_of_known_close
_approaches_within_one_lunar_distance_to_Earth

